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About This Game

PIXEL ROYALE is a battle royale shooter that pits 100 players against each other in a struggle for survival. Gather supplies
and outwit your opponents to become the last person standing.

The game was created by one person, an 18-year-old boy, help me to make the game better, advise me what you would like to
see in the game in the Steam discussions and/or in the email.

I will do my best! ��
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Title: Pixel Royale
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Antonio Renna
Publisher:
Antonio Renna
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Processor: 2.2 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 or higher compatible
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you need to find out how to do anything, which includes learning how to open doors to get weapons, the servers are almost
always empty, and the bots are really dumb.. Would be good if it worked. You don't start with the items it says you should. Bots
are stupid as hell, no servers or people to play against and no instruction on controls etc. if there were loads more people playing
and there was more clear instruction it could be good.. you need to find out how to do anything, which includes learning how to
open doors to get weapons, the servers are almost always empty, and the bots are really dumb.. Would be good if it worked. You
don't start with the items it says you should. Bots are stupid as hell, no servers or people to play against and no instruction on
controls etc. if there were loads more people playing and there was more clear instruction it could be good.. What A
WASTTTTTE of GOSHDANG 0.99. Would be good if it worked. You don't start with the items it says you should. Bots are
stupid as hell, no servers or people to play against and no instruction on controls etc. if there were loads more people playing and
there was more clear instruction it could be good.. What A WASTTTTTE of GOSHDANG 0.99. What A WASTTTTTE of
GOSHDANG 0.99. you need to find out how to do anything, which includes learning how to open doors to get weapons, the
servers are almost always empty, and the bots are really dumb.
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